Efective dialog driven method is required for today's speech enabled information retrieval systems, such as name dialer. Similar to dynamic sales dialog for electronic commerce scenarios, the information gam measure based approaches are widely used for attribute selection and dialog length reduction. However for speech enabled information retrieval systems, another important factor influencing attribute selection is speech recognition accuracy. Too low accuracy will result in a failed dialog. Recogmition accuracy varies with many issues including acoustic model performance, grammar's complexity. Acoustic model is tixed for a whole dialog, while grammar is different for each interaction round, thereby grammar complexity will influence the attribute selected for next question. In this paper, an approach combining both information gain measurement and grammar complexity is present for dynamic dialog driven. Offline evaluations show that this approach can give a trade-off of faster discriminating the candidates for retrieval target and higher recognition accuracy.
Introduction
Speech enabled information retrieval system is widely used as automation service, to provide effective customer interaction and reduce the manual work load. Name dialer is such a typical system. It takes human operator's responsibility by automatically recognizing and dispatching most incoming calls to the target destination. Normally such a system relies on pre-recorded prompts (or a speech synthesizer) and speech recognizer, use a dialog other than single round interaction to communicate with the caller, to identify end-user's target. In addition, since current speech recognition accuracy is not perfect enough, some fuzzy technologies need to be applied to shorten the dialog interaction.
For example, when a caller speaks a name to the system, a typical way of the output of recognizer is not a single name, but a Target Name Set (TNS), which includes the top N candidates.
Then by asking questions on the most distinctive attribute of names in this set, the TNS will be narrowed down and the Wget can be eventually pinpointed. Normally, the system developer is responsible for designing the call flow and interaction questions for dialogs in the information retrieval system. The selected attributes for questions and corresponding asking order are pre-defined, which may potentially affect the system efficiency or accuracy, either because more interaction rounds with the caller may be required for reducing the size of the TNS, or the grammars used for the corresponding question may grow too complicated There should be an optimal attribute among all the candidates, which best satisfies the discriminating task, meanwhile keeps the complexity 0-7803-8678-7/04/$20.00 82004 IEEE of its corresponding grammar relatively low. By selecting this optimal attribute, the target could be found with possible fewer questions, and also possible improvement in recognition accuracy. For dynamic sales dialogs in electronic commerce scenarios, it is very important to ask as few questions as possible adapted to the customers' howledge about the product space. This is similar to the scenario in speech enabled information retrieval systems. It has to be taken into account that online customers are very quickly annoyed andor bored. Recently, a couple of case based reasoning approaches to automated sales dialogs have been suggested [I, 21. The ideas that can be found have in common that their aim is the reduction of the number of questions (dialog length) a customer is asked by the sales system. Most of the approaches are based on an information gam measure that is used to select the next attribute to ask which is maximally discriminating the product database. Our approach applies similar measures in speech enabled information retrieval dialogs. In speech enabled information retrieval systems, another key factor influencing the dialog length is recognition accuracy. If a recognized result is incorrect, the call flow will be direct away from an optional path. If the accuracy is so poor that recognized results are frequently wrongan automatic dialog will be failed, and it will tend to a manual operator. Speech recognition accuracy varies according to different technologies like acoustic modeling, searching algorithm etc. However, for a given fmite technology implementation, the accuracy may still vary according to complexity of given grammar. Various grammar types, sizes and members may result in quite different accuracy. Thus a new concept, grammar complexity, is introduced in our approach to represent the relationship between such grammar properties and recognition accuracy, and a measure, Grammar Complexity Cost (GCC), is used in cost function for attribute selection.
In this paper, a name dialer system is used as an example to describe the pmposed approach. This approach can be easily implemented in other wide range speech enabled systems, such as Directory Dialer, Directory Assistance, to automatically select attributes for question-generation through a dialog manager, or a simply designed call flow contml component. The paper is structured as following. Section 2 described the name dialer system used as the deployment environment. In section 3, the information gain and the GCC defined in OUT approach are introduces in details. In Section 4, the results of offlme experiments are reported. The future work is presented in section 5.
System Overview
Our name dialer system is illustrated in Figure 1 . When a user calls in, the system prompts to ask for the staff name. Afler the user speaks the name, his / her utterance is fed into the speech recognizer, and the recognition results are further processed by f u a y methods to improve the hit rate of target name. The At this time its size is two, so it will be a terminal state now.
Attribute selection approach
If an attribute is selected, the question for getting a value for it will be generated in the next interaction round And the corresponding grammar used in speech recognizer consists of all the values of this attribute. In our approach, two criteria are used for selecting attribute. One is reducing the number of continuous interaction round (dialog depth), the other is the grammar corresponding to this athibute should not be too complicated otherwise the recognition accuracy will be low. Our approach applies decision trees to classify the names in TNS. It uses information gam of the fint layer nodes m decision tree to measure the fust criteria, uses the GCC to measure the second one, and combines these two measures using cost function.
Problem description
Decision trees are known as an efficient classification technique, which commonly selects the attribute reaching the maximal gam or gain ratio on infomation to partition the sample space [3, 41.
In this name dialer scenario, the attribute selection problem is described as:
Given a TNS T. and sumose there are IT1 names in it. Use anoncategorical attribute X ; ; partition the SAT, and it is partitioned intosub*etsTI,T2, ..., TnonthebasisofthevalueofX. Select the X having the maximal score defined as:
Where Gain(X, T) is the gain in information due to attribute X, and GCC(g(X)) is the GCC of grammar g(X), which consists of values of attribute X for all the staffs in the TNS. The SF is introduced for adjusting the weight of Gain(X, T) and GCC. 
Where L is the number of left names,
PI-TSS*(!-I)
Thus.
If we partition T on the basis of the value of a non-categorical attribute X into sets TI, T2, .__, Tn, then the information needed to identify the class of an element of T becomes Info@.T), which is the weighted average of the information needed to identify the class of an element of Ti,
The calculation of Info(Ti) is similar to that of Infop). Thus the Gain(X, T) is calculated For the other item in formula (I), its defmition and calculation are given in the following section.
GCC defmition
The GCC(g(X)) reflects the dificulty of recognizing entries in the grammar g(X), which eventually influence the recognition accuracy. Many factors relate to GCC, such as the structure of grammar, the acoustic distance of entries in grammar, the number of path in grammar. A more complicated grammar results in a lower accuracy, so a higher GCC is assigned In our name dialer system, the GCC is defmed as,
The Typecost is used to measure the GCC brought by grammar type. Classified according to recognition accuracy, grammar types include common words, mix-language, Alpha-Numeric, digit, etc. If the type of a grammar is common words, all the terminal words in it are in the same language. An example for such type is the grammar for the attribute Gender in a Chinese name dialer, <gender> = 93 1 ??. If there are words in another language, the grammar type is m hlanguage. Such grammars exist in bilingual systems. A grammar. consisting of letters and numbers is called Alpha-Numeric grammar, and if only digits are contained, the grammar type is digit. The accuracy of recognizing words in grammars of the above three types is much lower than that of words in common words grammar. Our name dialer system is a bilingual case, Chinese Mandarin and English, and the TypeCost is defmed in table 3. seen that the SF can be adjust to balance the information gain and the GCC. If the accuracy is considered to be a critical factor in a name dialer system, a larger SF can be set. In this example, when SF is 0.5, the attribute 4, 7, 9 or IO with the largest score 0.53 is selected, as shown m column 4. And these attributes correspond to digit grammars. Works in speech recognition showed that the recognition accuracy of digit grammar is relatively low compared lo common word grammar. In order to avoid digit grammar, the SF should be enlarged, say to be 1.0.
Then we got another group of scores for these IO attributes as shown in column 5 . ln this case, the attribute 2 which wrresponds to a Chinese common words grammar is selected. And it will result in higher recognition accuracy. So before running on-line name dialer system, the SF can be tuned to get optimized results.
Time Cost
The setting in tests for computation time was the same as that in the previous example, only the size of TNS was changed. For each TNS size, the recorded time was the average of 10 tests, in which the staffs in TNS were different. The testing machine was configured with the CPU of 1.8GHq andthe memory of512M. As the results shown in figure 2 , the approach needed little computation time. Even the R I S is enlarged to 512, the computation time is only 41 ms, thereby such an approach can be amlied in real time. 
Future Work
This approach will be applied in our name dialer system for online testing, thus the rate of correct identification, number of queries per identification can be got to compare with the system without this approach. Improving work underway includes exploring new approaches for combining the information gain and the GCC, instead of merely using a cost function as described m this paper. Future research work will also put much focus on the GCC measurements.
